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ABSTRACT
DECIMALS REBUILT is a groundbreaking convergence of animated content, blockchain 
technology, and non-fungible tokens (NFTs). In this vibrant universe, users can explore a rich 
ecosystem of animated films, immersive gaming experiences, and unique digital collectibles. 
Through the integration of blockchain technology, DECIMALS REBUILT offers unprecedented 
ownership, authenticity, and utility for its participants. This whitepaper outlines the core 
components of the DECIMALS REBUILT ecosystem, including its utility, tokenomics, and 
vision for the future.
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THE STORY OF DECIMALS REBUILT
Before the creation of time, the Creator, BOREH, loosed His power and proudly encoded the 
Tens digits, the first of all decimal digits collectively to be called “Denary”. His mighty power in 
them was called the “power of ten”, and through this power, they would fulfil the mandate to 
combine and split into equal parts in order to continue their evolution. All Denary would 
operate to the power of ten, with higher powers of ten producing Denary that were 
increasingly greater in strength than the Tens themselves, but that were less naturally 
committed to the mandate of Boreh, who ever remained the One over all of them. In their 
quest to fulfill Boreh’s mandate, the Tens combined and created the Hundreds; then the Tens 
combined with the Hundreds to form the Thousands.

Although the Denary were created to work in one accord, the glory and splendour of the Tens 
caused some of the Denary to revolt and challenge their leadership, igniting a brutal multi-
dimensional war for power and dominance. Many lives were lost along with the beauty and 
subsequent order of their World. This war would shake the very fabric of reality and leave all 
the decimal creation teetering on the edge of collapse.

DENARY NATIONS



MULTI LAYER DIGITAL ASSETS

DECIMALS REBUILT goes beyond digital collectibles towards compelling content 
experiences using digital assets with 5, 3, and 2 layers in 4K and 2K video formats and 
features evolving digital assets gaining upgraded utility in the cinematic universe. New 
content will be added quarterly for evolving dynamic experiences.

DECIMALS REBUILT has partnered with MUSE FRAMES to create the perfect presentation 
format to display and feature cinematic digital artwork in your home or business space.



PHYGITAL ASSETS

FINE ARTWORK - Digital Assets that are linked to fine artwork is created using a proprietory 
blend of giclee print, acrylic and ink on 300gsm archival watercolor paper and hand 
embellished, signed and numbered by MEDIAH. Fine Artwork is connected to its 
corresponding NFT using NFC tags that can be scanned to link to the digital asset.

PHYSICAL COLLECTIBLES - Tokens earned from the ‘RADIXX’ strategy game can be used 
to purchase physical collectibles such as DECIMALS REBUILT fine artwork and DENARY 
figurine collectible characters. 



DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP
DECIMALS REBUILT is a progressive NFT project in the sense that it will evolve from still and 
animated NFTs to interactive online games to immersive NFT/visualization art exhibitions to 
animated cryptographic films. DECIMALS REBUILT will bring the worlds of graffiti, 
contemporary art, and web3 on a collision course creating some of the most unique NFT 
collections ever seen. 

The project will be split into 3 staged phases of production.

PHASE 1 [ORIGINS] Collection - Edition of 333

The [ORIGINS] collection introduces the initial generation of DECIMALS digits featuring 
the ONES, TENS, HUNDREDS,THOUSANDS, MILLIONS and ZEROS. Digital assets are 
dynamic multi-layered artworks that are programmable and updatable.

Launch date: September 2024

PHASE 2 [PROTOGENESIS] Collection -  Edition of 333

The [PROTOGENESIS] series unveils the next-gen DECIMALS digits with varied 
combinations. These Digital assets are intricate artworks that can be programmed and 
updated.

Launch date: February 2025

PHASE 3 [ISTROIA] Collection - Edition of 333

The [ISTROIA] collection presents the varied Kingdom environment artwork of DECIMALS 
REBUILT within the DECIMALS universe. This collection will display original graffiti style 
‘mech’ architecture.

Launch date: June 2025



PHASE 4 [PROTAGON] Collection - Edition of 333

The [PROTAGON] collection will feature the protagonist characters and their various 
attributes in the DECIMALS REBUILT storyline. 

Launch date: September 2025

PHASE 5 [ANTAGON] Collection -  Edition of 333

The [ANTAGON] collection will feature the antagonist characters and their various 
attributes in the DECIMALS REBUILT storyline. 

Launch date: February 2026

PHASE 6 [RADIXX] ‘RADIXXIAD’ Animated Film

The cinematic short film ‘RADIXXIAD’ portrays an apocalyptic war among DECIMALS 
REBUILT nations. Extract animated and still NFTs from this film for intricate, 
programmable digital assets.

Launch date: November 2026



IMMERSIVE ART EXHIBITIONS 

NFT Collectors will be given VIP access to immersive art exhibitions that will feature 
DECIMALS REBUILT paintings, prints, and displayed NFT artwork that will be presented 
using MUSE FRAMES.

EXPERIMENTAL VISUALIZATIONS (Immersive Media Art) 

DECIMALS REBUILT animations will be created specifically for immersive art exhibitions in 
gallery/museum venues presented using multi projection and/or LED wall technology. These 
immersive exhibitions will use either 270 or 360 degree cinematic immersion and will feature 
minted digital assets minted using the VIVID API to the Polygon blockchain. These animations 
will be created using traditional art processes such as stop motion animation of ink and 
watercolour mixed with 3D animation with contemporary fine art textures. 

FULL LENGTH ANIMATED FILMS | EPISODIC SERIES

Token holders will be invited to sneak preview events of the DECIMALS REBUILT episodic 
series. Each release of a series will drive further interest to the evolving NFT collection and to 
the RADIXX online strategy game. Once the episodic series have all been released there will 
be a full length animated DECIMALS REBUILT blockchain exclusive premiere for loyal 
DECIMALS REBUILT community members (e.g., High token earning investors).



RADIXXIAD’ short film (Edition of 1000)

The short film titled ‘RADIXXIAD’ is a short animated film that depicts the apocalyptic war 
between the DECIMALS REBUILT nations. Animated and still NFTs will be extracted from this 
short film. Owners of the NFT collectibles will be able to see their characters interacting and 
fighting in battle and will have an option to buy and download the short animated film.
This will serve as the foundation for future animated blockchain film projects and future 
immersive art exhibitions. The animation NFT will be a ‘phygital’ NFT - a NFT backed by RWA 
(Real World Assets) that provide proof of ownership on the public ledger.

Projected timeline December 2025



‘DECIMALS REBUILT- RADIXX’ blockchain strategy game

RADIXX STRATEGY GAME - ‘RADIXX’ is a blockchain enabled online strategy game that will 
allow for players to dynamically interact within the DECIMALS REBUILT universe. Players will 
choose a DECIMALS digit nation (e.g., HUNDREDS) and compete for territory and 
dominance within the World. Players that earned reward tokens from purchased NFTs will 
have the ability to power-up and choose a more powerful digital nation that has heightened 
strategic fighting capabilities. Players will earn RADIXX GAME TOKEN REWARDS as they 
play to encourage more game play and interaction. Game tokens can be redeemed for 
e-tickets that will give them access to immersive exhibitions/episodic series/cryptomovie 
premiers and/or to purchase phygitals (physical fine artwork and 3D collectibles). 

OBJECTIVE - 

The game objective is to overpower the enemy in each quadrant to expand your armies’ 
territorial control. Similar to a game of chess, the user will move groups of DECIMALS 
soldiers to strategically move in on enemy territory. For every soldier that is removed, the 
player will receive 1 point. For every soldier the player loses to the opposition army, a point 
will be deducted. For every 3000 points earned the player is awarded a TOKEN reward that 
can be redeemed to acquire weapons, abilities and strategies within the game.

Projected timeline September 2026





BUILDING FUTURE DECIMALS REBUILT PROJECTS
NFT OWNER COMMUNITY VOTING

UTILITY
DISCORD COMMUNITY COLLABORATION

*ALL NFT OWNERS

DECIMALS REBUILT
‘[ORIGINS] COLLECTION

Edition of 333

1.1

DECIMALS REBUILT
‘[PROTOGENESIS] COLLECTION

Edition of 333

1.2

DECIMALS REBUILT
‘[ISTROIA] COLLECTION

Edition of 333

1.3

DECIMALS REBUILT
‘[PROTAGON] COLLECTION

Edition of 333

1.4

DECIMALS REBUILT
‘[ANTAGON] COLLECTION

Edition of 333

1.4

DECIMALS REBUILT
‘[RADIXXIAD] ANIMATED FILM

1.4

DECIMALS REBUILT

DECIMALS REBUILT

‘RADIXX’

IMMERSIVE EXHIBITIONS

(ONLINE STRATEGY GAME)

33 GAME 
TOKEN REWARDS

REQUIRED

TOKEN REWARDS

TOKEN REWARDS

TOKEN REWARDS

TOKEN REWARDS

(ONE STANDARD NFT = 1 TOKEN)
(RARE LEADER NFT = 2 TOKENS)

(ONE ULTRA RARE NFT = 3 TOKENS)

(ONE STANDARD NFT = 1 TOKEN)
(RARE LEADER NFT = 2 TOKENS)

(ONE ULTRA RARE  NFT = 3 TOKENS)

(ONE STANDARD NFT = 1 TOKEN)
(COMBINED PLEX NFT = 3 TOKENS

FOR EACH NFT OWNER)

(ONE STANDARD NFT = 1 TOKEN)

(ONE STANDARD NFT = 1 TOKEN)
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